
Tim Dietrich Has A Problem With The Brake Lights On His MGB 

 

June 6  Tim confirms he has a brake light problem: 

Len,  

I hope that you don't mind that I'm emailing you. I got my '70 safety check last month and have been enjoying it a bit. 

However, I've had some issues with the brake lights. I had the brake light switch changed because they weren't working 

at all and after a few weeks now, they won't shut off. Today, I tried to figure out why by checking the brake pedal spring 

and seeing if the switch is getting power to it. Both items checked out. I'm going to bring it to the garage on Monday but 

with a temp of 22C tomorrow and sunny - I was hoping to drive it a bit. Do you know if there are any members willing to 

provide advice? 

Tim 

Len replied: 

Here is a short list of OMGC folks who may be able to provide some help with this issue (in no particular order): 

Adrian Sawyer    adriansawyer@cogeco.ca         613-258-0234     2465 South River Road, Kemptville 

Jordan Jones    jordan@compmore.net         613-839-1821     1914 McCord Drive, Kanata, ON, K2W 1B3 

Mark Evenchick    mheven@bell.net         613-521-3097     2177 Braeside Avenue, Ottawa, ON, K1H 8M6 

Mike Daniels    mike_daniels@bell.net         613-592-5408     57 Tiffany Place, Kanata, ON, K2K 1W5 

Mike Price    mikeprice1948@yahoo.ca         613-836-6630     19 Shady Branch Trail, Stittsville, ON, K2S 1E1 

Mike Westland    mwestland5022@rogers.com     613-619-5022     97 Desmond Avenue, Kanata, ON, K2L 1E8 

Ivan Wood    wood_ivan@hotmail.com          613-269-2404     182 Wolford Drive, Merrickville, ON, K0G 1N0 

I have copied all of them into this reply so they get a head sup on the issue. 

For some info.... visit these websites: 

 https://www.mgexp.com/forum/mg-midget-forum.3/1977-1500-brake-light-stays-on.2134274/ 

 http://www.mg-cars.net/mgb-technical-bbs/brake-lights-staying-on-2007040815424520668.htm 

Keep me up to date..... this is the sort of stuff that is great for the OMGC Tech pages! 

 

June 7  Jordan replies to the notes: 

Tim, 

If it’s a 70 B it would have brake light switch that is mechanical not the early hydraulic pressure switch as found on 62-67 

B’s. You mentioned it was replaced and that you have power going to it. I would first suspect the new switch that you 



have just had replaced as I would hazard a guess that it came from Moss or similar. If this is the case they are Chinese 

copies and the quality is rather grim. You can check to see if it is stuck on with an ohmmeter across the two connectors. 

Pull the connectors out to test this and that should make your lights go out as well that you highlighted as being stuck 

on. I have gone through a pile in of those some not even lasting to the end of the street! If this is your problem your only 

solution is to hunt for an NOS item. 

Let me know. Cheers  Jordan 

and Tim sent back: 

Hi Jordan and Mike, 

Mike, thanks for your message received at the same time when Jordan wrote his. 

I left the house with brake lights working. Drove from HuntClub to Barrhaven, stopped for gas and they had stopped 

already. Readjusted the switch at home and they are working again. I’m thinking that this new Moss part is garbage  but 

I’m also not a talented mechanic so I’d better not slam Moss too hard. What is a NOS item? New term for me. 

Tim 

and Jordan replied: 

Tim, They are not very good I’m afraid. NOS = New Old Stock. In other words a factory original. 

If you have no luck I can dig around to see what I have. 

Jordan 

 

June 17  Tim sends note to Jordan 

Jordan,  

I'm following up on your offer to dig around to see what you might have regarding a NOS - brake light switch. Last week, 

I got another brake light switch but this time it was from C. Hollum (located somewhere in Dorval). The owner of the 

garage that I use thought that it was of better quality than the one that I got from Moss Motors, but the servicing 

mechanic told me later that the the quality was about the same. And true enough, I got about 4 days of good use from 

this switch and now the brake lights are turning on sporadically. I was starting to think that it might be a pressure issue 

in the master brake cylinder but even after pumping the brakes a few times, the light doesn't always work. If nothing 

surfaces from your dig, I will see what I can directly import from England. Otherwise, this car is running fantastic. It was 

so worth driving in a snowstorm in February to look at it before it got sold to another.  

Tim    

and Len said: 

Could there be another root cause to this intermittent failure???? Bad ground somewhere?? Loose wire somewhere??? 

Can the old and the new brake switch be bench tested to confirm if it is failing or not...... thus leading to the possibility 

of there being another cause to this mystery. 

Len 



and later that day 

Mike Daniels sent: 

Like Len I am beginning to think that there is possibly another problem, 2 lousy switches failing “out of  the box” is a bit 

too much of a coincidence, here are my further thoughts;  

Firstly how experienced with MG’s are the mechanics that working on your car?, (these switches can be quite fiddly to 

set up) where did they get their installation instructions from? 

Can you send us a digital camera photo of the switch installation. 

When they talk about “quality” is the statement a result doing contact resistance measurements on a bench or just a 

cursory visual inspection. 

Secondly just for clarification is the symptom that the brake lights don’t always come ON when you push the brake pedal 

down? 

BTW The brake lights are on the “Green wires” circuits from the fuse box, which also feed the turn indicators, dash 

instruments and reversing lights, are any of these functions intermittent at times?   

There a 2 simple diagnostic tests to perform to separate switch problems from wiring problems to the brake lights 

themselves. 

A. Get a short lead with an alligator clips at each end and connect it to the 2 terminals on the back of the brake light 

switch. Turn on the ignition the brake lights will be illuminated and bright, also engage reverse gear check that the 

reversing light is ON, also check that the dash instruments (e.g fuel gauge) are working. While the lights are on follow the 

wiring harness into the trunk and manipulate the connectors black ground leads  in the circuit, the brake lights should 

stay permanently ON. Similarly for the reversing  lights and instruments all should be on. Also locate the fuse feeding the 

green wires (#2?) move it around in its clips a little and check that the brake lights do not flicker. 

B. If all is well on test A  turn ignition off , remove alligator clip lead.and disconnect the 2 brake switch leads from the 

wiring harness. You will now need a good quality Ohmmeter that can measure down to 10 ohms to check the contact 

resistance of the brake light switch in situ. As the brake pedal is pressed and released. With the brakes on the resistance 

should be less than 0.5 ohms and be consistent every time the brake pedal is pushed down.  

If you get inconsistent resistance readings  in the range 0.5 to 2 ohms the switch is junk. 

Mike 

 

June 20  Tim replied to Mike: 

Mike,  

I wrote down some answers to your questions. 

Firstly how experienced with MG’s are the mechanics that working on your car?, (these switches can be quite fiddly to 

set up) where did they get their installation instructions from? 

I know that they have me and a guy that owns a Triumph as customers. They seem knowledgeable .  



Can you send us a digital camera photo of the switch installation. Attached. 

When they talk about “quality” is the statement  a result doing contact resistance measurements on a bench or just a 

cursory visual inspection. I think visual. 

Secondly just for clarification is the symptom that the brake lights don’t always come ON when you push the brake pedal 

down? They work about 10% of the time. For example, I drove the car for about 20 minutes earlier today and I did a 

visual check at every stop. They came on about 5 times out of 30 stops (if that).  

BTW The brake lights are on the “Green wires” circuits from the fuse box, which also feed the turn indicators, dash 

instruments and reversing lights, are any of these functions intermittent at times?  No issues with the indicators, dash 

instruments/lights. Reverse lights are unknown, I will ask my neighbour tomorrow to look as I back out the drive. 

There a 2 simple diagnostic tests to perform to separate switch problems from wiring problems to the brake lights 

themselves. 

A. Get a short lead with an alligator clips at each end and connect it to the 2 terminals on the back of the brake light 

switch. Turn on the ignition the brake lights will be illuminated and bright, also engage reverse gear check that the 

reversing light is ON, also check that the dash instruments (e.g fuel gauge) are working. While the lights are on follow 

the wiring harness into the trunk and manipulate the connectors black ground leads  in the circuit, the brake lights 

should stay permanently ON. Similarly for the reversing  lights and instruments all should be on. Also locate the fuse 

feeding the green wires (#2?) move it around in its clips a little and check that the brake lights do not flicker. 

I attempted to follow your instructions but I don't think I was successful. I got lost in short order. 

B. If all is well on test A turn ignition off, remove alligator clip lead and disconnect the 2 brake switch leads from the 

wiring harness. You will now need a good quality Ohmmeter that can measure down to 10 ohms to check the contact 

resistance of the brake light switch in situ. As the brake pedal is pressed and released. With the brakes on the resistance 

should be less than 0.5 ohms and be consistent every time the brake pedal is pushed down.  

and Mike replied to that 

Thanks for the reply and the pic. 

As they say a picture is worth a thousand words, although I can’t be absolutely sure from the photo (which I have 

enhanced somewhat) it looks as it the metal body of the switch and the threaded mount are badly misaligned. If so that 

could easily result in the operating plunger sticking when the brake pedal is pushed down. I’m sure this is the problem. 

First this is obviously an Asian junk switch. From memory, the metal bodies of those have a thinner gauge material and 

the stamping does not copy the original Lucas design, meaning they are easily damaged when being installed, or it was 

defective from new. The other thing that bothers me is that the green wire bullet connector doesn’t seem to be fully 

inserted and the green/yellow wire connection looks strange (maybe just the angle of your camera). 

Ivan and Adrian....  If it’s more convenient for Tim to get to me in Kanata i can offer the same “deal” as Adrian. I do have 

an original Lucas switch dated 1973 in perfect condition (contact resistance < 0.1ohm), which I am prepared to loan as a 

“known good spare” (sorry it’s not for sale) until we can find a good one. 

Mike. 

 

 



June 21  Tim announced: 

I just came in from the driveway and can confirm that the reverse lights are operational. Regarding the alignment, in my 

frustration, I have been mucking with the switch and it probably looks different than when it was originally placed by the 

garage. I tried to ensure the green bullet connectors are pushed in as much as possible. I did another adjustment of the 

switch and little improvement was made. Am willing to drive anywhere for help. Much appreciated! I’m taking next 

Friday off and if that works for either Adrian or Mike - I will drive to whoever has the time. 

Tim 

 

June 25  Mike said: 

Tim,  

I’m available this Friday (26th) after 1:30pm and willing to sort out your problem. 

Location, ‘Old’ Kanata  (Beaverbrook) just off the Queensway at Exit 138, March Road. 

Let me know if you are interested. 

Mike.  

and Tim replied: 

Mike, 

My plan was to email you and Adrian today, and thank you again for your offers of help and to give you an update. 

Since my brake lights were so unpredictable, I was a bit concerned about driving to Kanata or Kemptville. So, I ordered a 

3rd brake light switch and bought the car to the garage this morning. I got another switch just in case. The garage’s plan 

was to adjust the length of the mechanical plunger (I think they shortened it) to make the switch more sensitive. I might 

be describing this incorrectly because I had to be home by 7 for a work call and I was rushing. I just got home from the 

garage and for sure, the lights are working but I have down this road before. Even on the way to the garage this 

morning, the brake lights worked 50% of the time but yesterday evening, nothing. So, I’m planning to drive the car 

tomorrow morning and see what happens. If it goes south, I’m likely to contact you for a visit. Does that sound ok? 

Tim 

and Mike replied: 

Yes that’s OK, I’ll be at home after 1:30 if you need to call before then please use my mobile. If you want me just to 

check up on the quality of the new switch or your mechanics installation work that’s fine, I’m concerned by what is 

meant by ’shortening’ the plunger. 

Mike.  

 

 



June 26  Tim said: 

Hi Mike, 

I took the day off and drove the MG to Manotick. The brake lights are working at every stop. I called Don Fournier’s 

garage and Don reminded me that they lengthened the switch’s plunger, therefore making the switch more responsive. 

It seems to have worked. I plan on driving the car this evening and will let you know how it goes. 

Tim 

and Mike responded 

Hi Tim,  

That’s good news, keep in touch with progress. 

Mike 

================================================================================================== 

But since that time....... 

 

September 15  Tim says to Len: 

Len,  

Just a quick note that I finally got my brake light switch issue closed. I went thru another Moss Motors brake light switch, 

I think it was 4 in total. The last was good for about 1 month and then it started to fail again. I gave up trying to find a 

NOS switch, so my garage installed a Delco part (I think he said it is a 'clutch' switch) in August. It is about the same size 

as the Moss part so really not that noticeable to the untrained eye. And... it hasn't given me an ounce of problem. For 

the moment, I have addressed all the issues and I'm trying to enjoy the car as much as I can before the inevitable cool 

weather. 

Tim 

 And Len replied: 

Well, Holy Mackinoli Tim..... whod’a thunk it? 

 I’ll make a note or two in the Technical area of the website about this. OMGC folks are always looking for ‘real life’ 

experiences when it comes to repairs & maintenance for their vehicles. And, specifically, I’m sure club members Adrian 

Sawyer & Andrew McCue would love to hear about it, just to tuck it into the back of their respective MG information 

databases in their heads.  Can you remind me about the name of your garage you use for service. 

 Len 

and Tim replied: 

I will take a picture of the switch tonight and send it to you.  

Don Fournier Garage. 



Here is a picture of the old, failing brake light switch: 

 

Here is a picture of the new Delco brake light switch: 

 


